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Everyone has a different approach to conducting research. Some people like to start at a site, others
at the library. Some people love a research spreadsheet, others prefer index cards. It is not only a
matter of preference, but a matter of training. An archaeologist and an engineer are unlikely to
approach a research question in the same manner. 

Whatever your general approach, you need to start with a research strategy. This will save you time
and will ensure that you get the correct information from the correct sources. As the saying
goes, “give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend the first four sharpening the axe.” 

Your research strategy should include things like potential sources for information, stakeholders you
will talk to, conditions assessment parameters, etc. It should also include a method for recording this
information, organizing all of your research, and keeping track of where the data comes from. This
might be the afore mentioned database, index cards, app, etc. 

In the discussion board below, please outline your research strategy for your classmates. Include
attachments of any type of recording methods you may use or that others may find helpful.
Additionally, please offer suggestions on how others might approach their projects.
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# Reply 

You all have incredibly diverse backgrounds so I am looking forward to seeing your approach and to
what you can offer your colleagues for advice! 

Unread $ % & ' Subscribed 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)Lorie Dunn

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)

Sep 26, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Since this is the first time I have done a preservation plan, I appreciate any suggestions that
everyone can share with me.  My project with be the original Mt Carmel Baptist Church and
Cemetery on Mt Carmel Road in Williamstown KY which is actually in Pendleton County Kentucky.
I will be using the index card method of tracking information for the project.

My Potential sources of information include:

Pendleton County Library Archives
Mt Carmel Baptist church Minister and Secretary
Interviews with surviving members of the Adams family who founded the church
Interviews with Mt. Carmel Church Members
Interviews with Hicks and Mann Owner who is the primary surveyors of the churches property
Pendleton County Courthouse
Pendleton County Historical and Genealogical Society

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 28, 2018

" 

Hi Lorie,

You might also check the archives of any surviving benefit societies in the area, like the
Freemasons and Odd Fellows. As a Mason myself, I can tell you that we keep detailed
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archives of plots we sponsored (I'm not sure if there is a Masonic portion in the cemetery or
not)

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)Lorie Dunn

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Thanks, I will be sure to check.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 28, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Lorie, 

It's good to do a search for similar plans (there will be plans out there for churches and/or
cemeteries) and use that as your initial structure. That will give you topics to fill in and as you
do, it will help you figure out what you need to find out about and where you need to go to get
that information.

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)Lorie Dunn

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

thanks, I will be sure to check on that as well.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)Evelyn McGill

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)

Oct 2, 2018

" 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GoZnjfzKCQcmjFb2Ntw9f3cX2cV5gxu0
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GoZnjfzKCQcmjFb2Ntw9f3cX2cV5gxu0)    

 

Here is a link to some articles that I have scanned in the past for my own use. They are more
about how to use cemeteries as research resources than preservation, but they are at least
interesting reading.  I hope the link works. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)Evelyn McGill

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)

Oct 2, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Here is a link to a letter my father received in 2001 because he had a registered family
cemetery in western Kentucky.  He received it  when the attorney general created a task force
on cemetery preservation in 2001, and it is possible that you may find something useful that
came out of that study.  While this letter  doesn't pertain to you particular project, there is a
possibility that  the cemetery is registered with the Office of the Attorney-General . Ours was a
family cemetery, but it is possible that small church cemeteries are also registered with the
AG.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HLxtdva5E7EoxlRh1RnfC2PZRPiNcynh
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HLxtdva5E7EoxlRh1RnfC2PZRPiNcynh)   

 

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)Lorie Dunn

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)

Oct 3, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Thanks that is very helpful
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)Evelyn McGill

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)

Oct 2, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Here is the standard text on graveyard preservation that we used when I was working with the
Kentucky Room. It is available through the University of Kentucky libraries.  I best you can't
guess that I am also a cemetery enthusiast. 

 

Strangstad, L. (2013). A graveyard preservation primer (Second ed., American Association for
State and Local History book series).     

 

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)Bri!any Sams

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901678)

Sep 27, 2018

" 

My research strategy will revolve around the terms used in several of our readings--"cultural
capital" and "social capital." I will create a story about the Russell Theater that elaborates on the
uses it will provide for the town, as well as tie these uses to its past function and argue that that
past is significant, so to speak. 

First I will start with the already completed National Register nominations of both the historic
downtown district and the theater itself. While not relying on these for all of my information, I will
mine the sources used and re-read them for myself to see what I can glean for my own particular
arguments. Then I will fine a place to access the Maysville Ledger and see if there is an index for
newspaper articles about the theater. I know that newspaper information isn't always accurate, but
I'm not overly concerned about that since my strategy revolves more around what the theater has
to offer the town, and not about its technical structures or history. 

I then plan to speak with Darren Taylor about his estimate for the theater (he gave the original
restoration quote) and Travis Rose (who worked on the Lyric Theater in Lexington) about their
experiences with the theater. 
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I will finally speak with locals--first, I will discuss the theater and progress on it with the board, then
I will speak with local artists about getting depictions of the theater (there are so many pen and ink
drawings of buildings downtown Maysville!). I will make a site visit, note anything that looks like it
still needs to be restored, and where it is. 

My final step would ideally be offering the economic incentives of opening the theater--how it will
work, I think. But I'm going to need some help with this part. I hope to use examples of other
theater plans to guide me on how detailed to get and how to go about it, as well as get some
pointers from my conversation with Travis. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)Elizabeth Kostrub

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)

Oct 4, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I just looked up the Russell Theater and wow is it gorgeous! Even in its current state it has a
haunting beauty. The theater itself is rapidly closing in on its one hundredth birthday. Also, I'm
not sure if this is something you've already found or along the lines of what you are looking for
but https://historictheatres.org/  (https://historictheatres.org/)   has a lot of great articles on
theaters that were restored and the benefits on their local communities. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)Sarah Dolly

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)

Oct 5, 2018

# Reply 

" 

The theater is stunning! And downtown Maysville is such a great place to visit.

I saw where they recreated the town in miniature, including the theater, which I found really
interesting.

http://www.ksbminiaturescollection.com/about/exhibits.html
(http://www.ksbminiaturescollection.com/about/exhibits.html)
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 28, 2018

" 

First, a little context about my project so people can understand some of the research I need to do.
My preservation plan is for the Gardner neighborhood in San Jose, which is being proposed as a
conservation area. The Gardner neighborhood has existed since the 1800s but became officially
part of San Jose in 1911. It is one of three neighborhoods in a larger area called Greater Gardner,
which has been named a Strong Neighborhoods Initiative (SNI) district. The North Willow Glen
neighborhood in Greater Gardner has already been designated as a conservation area and now
the Gardner residents and the City want Gardner to be a conservation area as well.

The first thing I plan to do to research this neighborhood is to read the information that exists on it
now. That includes the SNI 2002 Greater Gardner Neighborhood Improvement Plan. There was
also a survey done of the Greater Gardner neighborhood, which includes a context statement and
some detailed information on North Willow Glen, including DPR forms of its contributing structures.

Next would be to walk the Gardner neighborhood, to see all of the 243 houses within its
boundaries, and to get a feel for what life is like there, and take a lot of pictures. I prefer to do this
after reading the above documentation, so I go into the area with some knowledge of what I’m
looking at. I like to talk to people about their houses, so if I see something interesting, I have been
known to ring a doorbell.

I am looking forward to doing the historical research, which is something I love. It’s very important
to learn about the history of the neighborhood because part of the plan will be to help bring back
some of its historical feel. The history is also important because it will establish the uniqueness of
the neighborhood and help us learn what it was originally and what its role was in the growth of
San Jose.

When I’m doing historical research about San Jose, I first use all of the available online resources,
especially the following:

Online editions of the San Jose Mercury News from 1884-1922
Online editions of builders’ magazines, including Architect & Engineer, Building & Industrial
News, Western Architect, and others.
newspapers.com
ancestry.com for census reports and city directories
photo archives
San Jose permits

One of the greatest online resources is the fantastic Internet Archives at https://archive.org/

https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788
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(https://archive.org/) . You can search text contents of an enormous number of books and
magazines and I find a lot of useful information through this. I recommend this to everyone if you
have not looked through it.

I set up two files that I use a lot – a Word file where I dump a reference to everything interesting I
find, and an Excel file. I use the Excel spreadsheet a lot, especially to sort items by date to build a
timeline. By the time I’m ready to write, I go back and refer to these two files and make sure I’ve
addressed every single scrap in some way, even if it’s just to delete it because it wasn’t as relevant
as I thought it was.

By this time, I should have built a pretty strong story and know where I need to go next to get more
information to fill in the holes. I take a notebook with me, but I rarely use that anymore and instead
use my phone to take pictures of everything. This is great in terms of getting a lot of information,
but a pain to sift through later since I end up with more than I need and have to prioritize and
transcribe it all.

Research in San Jose always includes a trip to the local history room at the main library, where I
can find books and clippings, old maps and block books, and a full set of microfilm of the local
newspapers. There is also a local museum with its own research library, which has different types
of materials and is worth a visit.

The final visit (and worst!) is usually the county records office, which can mean hours of looking
through microfilm searching for deeds and not always finding what you’re looking for. Using the
phone camera again is great, as it wasn’t so long ago that I had to either take notes or pay for
photocopies.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 28, 2018

" 

Hi Krista,

I work with a Historic Preservation District in Idyllwild, CA. I've attached the HIstoric
Resources Survey that was conducted for the district back in 2009. You might find it a useful
reference for how they went about studying the area. Since it's also in California, it also has
some useful information you can use regarding CEQA. Best of luck, and let me know if you
have any questions that I might be able to answer! I just got out of a riotous, Leslie-Knope-
esque public meeting of the Preservation District Board where 65 members of the public came
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to complain (about something not even in the Board's purview, but sometimes people just like
to complain!).  (http://planning.rctlma.org/Portals/0/temp/idyllwild/lsa_report_09_30_09.pdf)

 

Link (Here's the Link to the PDF)
(http://planning.rctlma.org/Portals/0/temp/idyllwild/lsa_report_09_30_09.pdf)

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 28, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Thanks, Tony! That will be helpful, to see what their process was in studying the area.

I'm glad you got 65 members of the public to come to a meeting and give their two cents'
worth, because it's better than having no one speak up when they are needed. But you're
right; often it's only the complainers who show up.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

You may have this in your plan, but I find Sanborn maps to be illuminating and fun to review. 
That kind of detail of a town or city can be crucial to understanding how the "shape" of the
neighborhood has changed over the years.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Oct 2, 2018

" 

Yes, thanks for calling this out. I can't live without Sanborn maps! I got all of the 1915
maps of the Gardner neighborhood and have seen how the neighborhood has changed
the freeways were built. They are also critical because street names and house numbers
change so you can match an earlier reference to a house of today. And they show an
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outline of each building with an indicator of how many stories, which is helpful when trying
to figure out what renovations were done.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)David Kieser

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)

Sep 28, 2018

# Reply 

" 

My research strategy for the Houston Brick Community  Building consists of the following process:

1. Conduct a site visit of the Historic Site and Structure .

2. Research historic maps and plans of the site (Sandborn Atlas Insurance Maps)

3. Research historic property deeds and records of the property.

4.  Research the Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Historic  Preservation and
Archaeology, State Historic Architectural and Archaeological Research Database and Structures
Map (SHAARD) 

5. Interviews with local and county officials and historians.

6. Research the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings (36 CFR Sec. 67.7).  For  information on appropriate and
inappropriate rehabilitation treatments, I consult the Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings
published by the NPS. ``Preservation Briefs'' and additional technical information to formulate
plans for the rehabilitation, preservation, and continued use of historic properties consistent with
the intent of the Secretary's Standards for Rehabilitation are available from the SHPOs and NPS
regional offices. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)Antone Pierucci

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921255)

Sep 28, 2018

" 

In many ways my preservation plan is an update to one created in 1982 for the site (Jensen-
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# Reply 

Alvarado Historic Ranch), which included a Historic Structure Report, Interpretation Strategy and a
hefty tome on the history of the site put together by contracted historians (paid for by a NEH
grant). I am very lucky to have all of this as a jumping off point for an updated document.

I intend for my plan to cover three broad categories (Preservation, Interpretation and
Management). Since the first two categories have previous documents created in the 1980s, much
of my research strategy will involve combing through our disorganized office space, archives and
random storage units scattered throughout the county (yay!). Before I came on board in December
of last year, the Parks District hadn't had a Curator for more than a decade, so all of these files are
scattered over kingdom come, including in 135 bankers boxes currently being housed in the
County Archives.

Once I gather together all the documents, site plans, construction plans, RFPs etc., I'll organize
them into a single (or two or three depending on the amount) filing cabinet. A major part of the
"Preservation" portion of the plan will be an itemized listing of all work that has been done to the
historic buildings since the 1980s. I'll organize all documents I find relating to projects using an
excel (or file-maker pro) database. I will do the same for any documents I find relating to
interpretation strategies at the site and documents that give me insight into how the site has been
managed over the past 30 years.

Once I have a foundation for all that has happened B.T. (Before Tony), I can move forward. For the
"preservation" portion, I've already contacted a well-regarded preservation engineering firm
(actually the very same one that created our HSR back in 1982) and they will be coming out to
assess the buildings and provide us with a list of projects that need to be completed and draft us
construction specs we can use to send out RFBs. I will organize these projects into the time-frame
I'm planning my plan around (5-10 years). I've already done some research for the "interpretation"
portion of the plan. This portion will provide merely a starting point for a future, far-more in-depth
interpretation strategy. The gist of it will be a move away from a living history farm (which has
never worked because it's simply too expensive). I will suggest potential alternatives, each one
with an eye towards sustainability. I'll likely comb through JSTOR and other databases for articles
on how other sites similar to mine tackle interpretation.

Having a history of how the site has been managed in hand will give me the chance to advocate
for sustainable, ethical management of the site moving forward. This site has been chronically
under-funded for a decade (it has had the same budget since 2000) and the results of that are
evident throughout the site. Having hard numbers in hand will be effective for when I take this to
upper management and advocate for a change.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6885048)Cameon Eisenzimmer

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6885048)

Sep 28, 2018

" 

Introduction

The Anne Street Bridge (Viaduct) spans the Mouse River and the Great Northern railyards,
connection north Minot with downtown Minot and providing a safer option for pedestrians needing
to cross the river and railway yard. When first built, there were “forty-odd” steps at the north and
south approaches. After the city had built the footbridge completed across the Mouse River in
1908, Great Northern Railway employees destroyed half of it, asserting the company’s right-of-way
rights. There was great anger over this destruction, and a year later, a foot viaduct was built. What
remained of the bridge was incorporated into the north approach to the new viaduct. Over the
years, changes have been made to the foot viaduct; in 2004, the Anne Street Bridge was
reconstructed.

History

For many years the residents on the north side of early Minot wanted better access to downtown.
A footbridge known as the “Wheeler Bridge” spanned the Mouse River at the foot of Victoria
Street, but was mainly used by Great Northern railyard employees. In 1908, a temporary
footbridge was built over the Mouse River by citizens for a cost of $625, but it was later torn in half
by Great Northern employees. This footbridge spanned the Mouse River and the Great Northern
Railway tracks

By September 1908, it seemed the Great Northern had agreed to a new bridge. A “foot viaduct”
that would span the Mouse River and the railway grounds. The city would split the costs with Great
Northern however haggling continued. One issue was Great Northern’s insistence that it would not
pay for the approaches to the viaduct. At one point the City on Minot was considering
“condemning Great Northern property for Anne’s Street diagonally to Main Street” to assert their
rights. Finally, in March 1909, the city approved the plans submitted by Great Northern. Erick
Ramstad helped secure the funding to pay for the city’s share of the costs totaling $1,895.00.

Many other problems persisted after the “foot viaduct” had been built. Because of the steps on
both ends, older people and women with baby carriages had difficulties using the bridge. Early
travelers across the bridge also had to contend with soot and smoke from the engines passing
below. City officials also noted there was a threat to ladies wearing light colored or expensive
gowns. Finally, in January 1918, Great Northern agreed to “enclose and cover and also
reconstruct the floor of the viaduct to deal with the soot and smoke.”
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Location

The Anne Street Bridge is located between two main vehicle transportation corridors and provides
the only pedestrian access from Minot’s north residential side to downtown Minot. The north foot of
the bridge is aligned with the west sidewalk of First Street NE, while the south foot of the bridge is
aligned with Main Street. The bridge is approximately 1000’ long and spans four railroad tracks
plus the Mouse River. The location of the bridge was vital to the community in the early 1900s and
has recently become an important asset as downtown tries to revive itself and green space is
added along the riverfront.

Strategy

My strategy for creating the plan is to first research and collect as much historical condition
assessments and reports as possible. Since the bridge may be co-owned by Burlington Northern
Santa Fe Railway, rumors suggest they have done their own condition assessments and reports,
dating back as far as 1940s. After gathering historical information, I plan to assess the condition of
the bridge. I have taken a bridge condition assessment course through the Department of
Transportation and have assessed smaller wooden bridges in the past. I also have access to
transportation engineers through my employer. Collecting current information may present a
problem. The bridge is currently “closed” to pedestrian traffic due to work on the floodwall.
However, I am the project archaeologist for the floodwall and should be allowed to document the
bridge. The bridge needs maintenance and repairs but is safe for pedestrian traffic. After
assessing its condition, I will create a condition report which lists the condition of structural
elements of the bridge. Following the condition report, I will provide recommendations. These
recommendations will be in a phased approach as I know our City does not have the funds
available to address all the recommendations. In addition to the recommendations, I hope to be
able to provide alternatives to the preservation recommendations. Lastly, if time remains, I would
like to provide a cost estimate for the preservation options.

References will include:

City of Minot City Council agenda and meeting minutes
The Ward County Independent newspaper
City of Minot Engineering plans
Great Northern / Burlington Northern condition reports
City of Minot floodwall plans and specs
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 28, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I have been looking into a product called Airtable (https://airtable.com  (https://airtable.com) ),
which is a collaborative cloud-based database-spreadsheet product that looks as if it could be
great for the way I gather information and for my upcoming project in particular. The main
advantage over Excel for me is that you can drag and drop images into it. Does anyone here use
it?

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)Evelyn McGill

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I haven't used it, but a lot of people in my digital history class last semester used it .  I don't
personally have a lot of experience with the product, but having used Excel and from listening
to the presentations that other in my class gave it seems to be  better for gathering the type of
information you will be using for this project. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Thanks, Evelyn. That's helpful.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 29, 2018

" 

For a little context, my site comprises three buildings at Adams National Historical Park in Quincy,
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MA. It was the home of John and Abigail Adams and briefly of John Quincy Adams. The buildings I
will focus on are the Old House, the Georgian mansion the family lived in continuously until 1947
when it was gifted to the National Park Service, the Carriage House, and the Stone Library. I may
also include a non-extant farm house that was the site of many farm activities and housed John
Adams's office for part of his presidency.

I have done some previous research on one of the buildings I will be considering. For that I used a
combination of existing research, preservation reports, archaeological reports, letters and
documents, and endless questioning of the Park's curator. Luckily, since the property is part of a
National Park focused on a Founding Father, there is a lot of information on the more prominent
inhabitants (John and Abigail Adams, JQA, etc.), but I am going to try and focus on expanding the
narrative to include some of the servants and workers they employed as well. Some research has
been done on the servants employed by later generations, but the ones who worked for John and
Abigail are not as well documented. I have been relying heavily on their letters and journals. There
is also a genealogical reference called Sprague's listing that I've used to try and figure out
biographical details for these individuals. For that particular bit of research I am creating an Excel
database to keep my details and citation information organized. I generally like to use a
combination of index cards and Word documents to organize my notes, depending on whether I'm
using a physical or digital text. And I keep a running bibliography updated in Word.

In terms of the physical buildings, I have done assessments of their condition and spoken with the
curator and other Park staff about issues that have been dealt with in the past and the most
pressing problems they're dealing with right now as well as concerns for the future. For this, I just
take notes by hand in a notebook and then transcribe them into Word. I also have a folder for
architectural photographs on my phone since I mainly use that to visually record the conditions in
case I need to refer to them later for details.

Other potential sources of information I have yet to get ahold of include past preservation plans.
Some issues have been ongoing and it might be useful to see how they have been dealt with in
the past and how methods have evolved over time. There is a cultural landscape report that was
compiled several years ago that will be valuable in terms of prioritizing which storylines to pursue
and how they might be incorporated into tours or encourage the posting of signage or
development of exhibitions. 

One group of stakeholders I hadn't considered, but who have some of the strongest ties to the
history of the site and the buildings themselves, is that of the Park Guides. Some have worked at
the site for several years and have incredible amounts of knowledge about the place and its
history. They also have strong opinions about how the property should be interpreted and which
features and histories should take priority. Most visitors tend to be tourists as opposed to locals,
but there is a certain pride in Quincy's status as the "City of Presidents" and the buildings
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Edited by Elise Kline (https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798) on Sep 29, 2018 at 6:42pm

# Reply 

themselves are certainly beloved landmarks. John, Abigail, and John Quincy Adams are revered
characters in the history of the country, so it is important to remember that the American people as
a collective are stakeholders as well. This makes changes to the narrative of the site more difficult
to incorporate since you want to present an accurate portrait of the people who occupied the site
and their ways of life including positive and negative aspects. This is potentially alienating for
visitors who come in expecting to hear about the glorious accomplishments and unimpeachable
character of the Presidents and First Ladies.

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)David Kieser

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6925058)

Sep 29, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Look at the National Registry of Historic Places for additional information on this site.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Yes, thank you! I'll be using the Registry as well as the HABS/HAER collections (lots of
great photographs there).

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I agree that park guides, particularly those that have been there for years, have great insight.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Sep 29, 2018

" 

This is the first time I will research and write a preservation plan. I have permission from
Goodwood Museum to write about the basement, but I await a response from the
caretaker/property owners of Munree Cemetery. For the purpose of this assignment I am posting
my plan for Munree with the hope that they respond soon. Some of the sources for the cemetery
project are the same ones sourced for Goodwood so I have covered both topics just in case.

 I use an annotated bibliography created in word that helps me compile my sources. In turn this
becomes an extended and categorized bibliography which I update continuously. For the final
bibliography, I copy the annotated and pare it down into a regular bibliography that I turn in with
the project. I use google slides to store any downloaded images and keep a specific album on my
phone for the images I have taken of the site. Using google slides which can be converted to
Powerpoint is helpful when a presentation is assigned, in this way you can be creating one as you
write your paper.  I keep a single word document with an organized list of any websites I am using
for the paper--including the URL's. Sometimes, I carry a small notebook for any random thoughts,
brain dumping, or conversations with the sites staff, interviews with key contacts etc. I place post-
its on important pages of any books I am going to reference and I organize the books I have out
on loan from the library. 

When I head to the state library and archives, I make sure I bring a thumb drive to store anything I
scan for copy, this is helpful and free since the cost of physical copies can pile up. 

***

My research strategy for the Munree Cemetery includes:

1. Contact the present owner/s to evaluate their interest in the plan/project.

2. If the owners agree arrange a meeting at the property for a site visit. 

3. If there is no response visit the site if trespassing is not prohibited. Take photos of the existing
markers, and unmarked depressions. Record measurements of the marked grave site and other
sections of the cemetery.

Potential Sources for information:

State Library and Archives of Florida
Leon County Library - Florida collection
FSU Strozier Library Special Collections 
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Research historic maps and site plans 
Research historic property deeds and records of the property
Research Moncrief and Welaunee Plantation records
Research Leon County Slave Schedules 
Research the histories of the enslaved interred there as indicated by extant headstones 

Research the Florida Department of Historical Resources, Bureau of Archeological Research,
Bureau of Historic Preservation
Leon County Historical and Genealogical Society 
Review the Florida statutes and rules related to historic and abandoned cemeteries and
unmarked human remains. 
Interview the caretaker (who has post-bellum relatives buried there) 
Interviews with local and county officials and historians
Research three nearby Baptist churches (for records and archives) all with 1 - 2 miles of the
site

Obtain a copy of this book: Florida's historic cemeteries: a preservation handbook / by Sharyn
Thompson...

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)Evelyn McGill

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167134)

Sep 30, 2018

" 

My usual planning procedure is to use a notebook. I use one notebook for each project and divide
the notebook into sections. This serves as an outline.  I use digital storage for copies of my
resources, usually Google drive or Endnote.

Research Process

Research and Document historic property
Assess physical Deterioration of property using a form I found in a dissertation at the Design
Library.
Contact stakeholders.
Document legal status of house.
Use Ruskinarc to create a SHPO document.
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Create a plan for physical conservation to present to stakeholders. (Admittedly this will be very
basic.)

My research project has two components.  First, there is the necessity of documenting the
Fairlawn Estate  property and the changes that have  occurred over times as the original farm
 was sold off and developed.  This documentation is  crucial  for establishing the significance of  
the   house  located  at 1403 Hill St. (Withers House) which  was a secondary house located  on
the original Fairlawn estate. The primary Fairlawn  estate  house is  located at 906 N. Broadway,
and its significance is recognized by   a Kentucky state historical marker. However, the Broadway
house it is not on the National Register. Secondly, the Withers house  is endangered, as it has
been allowed to deteriorate from  years of neglect and abandonment.  Beyond the physical issues
associated with the house, there are legal problems associated with ownership of the property. 
The owner of the property died intestate in November 2017, and there are numerous liens on the
property.  To further complicate the situation the owner was a resident of the state of Missouri at
the time of his death.  Prior to the owner’s death, my networking efforts had found a woman who
was ready to purchase the house, and restore it as her residence.  Fate intervened, and the owner
died the next week putting the house into legal limbo.  One problem that I have encountered is that
the house has remained off the “historical radar”. I always knew that it was much older than the
other house in the neighborhood, and it  was likely a farm house for one of the original farms. 
However, when I was researching my own house I found the connection to the Fairlawn Estate. At
the very least I intend to remedy this situation by creating and sharing documentation of the
property’s history.

Resources

 

Stake Holders

Attorney in Missouri handling probate (Via Certified Letter)

 Steve Gahafer Code Enforcement Officer handling property

Neighbors

North Limestone Community Development Corporation

Darren Taylor (Architect familiar with the situation)

Chad Needham (Redeveloper who has worked extensively in the neighborhood)

 Griffin VanMeter (Community Activist and resident)
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Organizational and Business Resources

Bluegrass Trust for Historic Preservation

LFUCG Preservation Office

Construction and Remodeling Businesses for Pricing

 

Archival Resources

Maps

 Sanborn, Topographical, Landowner maps, US Geo Survey   

Available at the Gwen Curtis Map Collection in the Engineering-Science Library at the University of
Kentucky or online.

Historical maps at the University of Kentucky

http://libguides.uky.edu/c.php?g=222914&p=1476174  (http://libguides.uky.edu/c.php?
g=222914&p=1476174)  

The Library of Congress.

https://www.loc.gov/collections/sanborn-maps/?fa=location:kentucky
(https://www.loc.gov/collections/sanborn-maps/?fa=location:kentucky)

The Kentucky Digital Library

http://kdl.   kyvl.org/?f[format][]=maps 

USHG Historical Topographical Map Explorer

http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs/  (http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs/)  

City Directories

Kentucky Room Lexington Public Library or online through Ancestry.com available through
University of Kentucky Libraries

Deed Search

Fayette County Clerk Office

Title Search Form

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XfAJjBZDk8pUZNejfcnx7_McUFjeUAoF

http://libguides.uky.edu/c.php?g=222914&p=1476174
https://www.loc.gov/collections/sanborn-maps/?fa=location:kentucky
http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XfAJjBZDk8pUZNejfcnx7_McUFjeUAoF
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(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XfAJjBZDk8pUZNejfcnx7_McUFjeUAoF)     

Newspaper Articles

KVL

Newspaper Research Form

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AvL9WagpEslI4psTZuZcCw9Z1QBShODC
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AvL9WagpEslI4psTZuZcCw9Z1QBShODC)     

City Code

LFUCG Office, Lexington, KY.

Archival Collections

McCormick Lumber Company Papers (U of KY Special Collections)

William T. Withers Papers (U of KY Special Collections)

Photographic Resources

http://kdl.kyvl.org/  (http://kdl.kyvl.org/)    (KYVL)

http://libguides.transy.edu/SpecialCollections/DigitizedCollections
(http://libguides.transy.edu/SpecialCollections/DigitizedCollections)   (Transylvania Special
Collections)

http://www.kyphotoarchive.com/  (http://www.kyphotoarchive.com/)     (Lexington Herald Leader
Photographic Collection)

Software

RuskinArc   

https://www.ruskinarc.com/site/  (https://www.ruskinarc.com/site/)  

Ruskinarc is a web-based cultural resource management system.  There is a free version (up to
fifty sites).   Reports can be created using the Ruskinarc  Default report, or the state SHPO forms
for Ca, KY, FL, TN, OK, WV, and KY.   The University of Kentucky’s 2017  Field School used this
software to document the Gardenside neighborhood in Lexington, KY., and  I will use Ruskinarc  to
prepare a report to include in my project. 

 

My Google Maps

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1XfAJjBZDk8pUZNejfcnx7_McUFjeUAoF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AvL9WagpEslI4psTZuZcCw9Z1QBShODC
http://kdl.kyvl.org/
http://libguides.transy.edu/SpecialCollections/DigitizedCollections
http://www.kyphotoarchive.com/
https://www.ruskinarc.com/site/
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# Reply 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/  (https://www.google.com/maps/d/)   

Free user-friendly software

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)Lorie Dunn

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5347316)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

These are some great ideas for finding information.  Thanks for sharing.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)Elise Kline

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6901798)

Sep 30, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Yes, thanks for linking!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)Phyllis Asztalos

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6932278)

Oct 1, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Thanks for listing some wonderfully helpful links!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)Dona Daugherty

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)

Oct 6, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Thank you for sharing! Great information.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)Janet Kelly-Scholle

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715)

Sep 30, 2018

Edited by Janet Kelly-Scholle (https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6900715) on Sep 30, 2018 at 9:48pm

# Reply 

" 

My planned research strategy is to gather the information I can easily find online first and review
for gaps in information.  I’ve already discovered a few gaps, like land use maps, environmental
hazard preservation planning and lack of information sharing (cross-training) by those who work
the mill and know the most.

After identifying the gaps in information, I plan to research them and use all the information to
identify themes or “stories” that will guide the planning process. I also plan to review the National
Register application.

I want to focus my efforts on in-person interviews and archived material in local libraries and at the
park.  After contacting the nonprofit group that funds mill upkeep and repair, I was referred to the
current miller and park administrator as the best living sources of information about the mill’s
history preservation efforts to date. There is also a library at the park that I can get access to since
I’m a volunteer. 

There were several architectural school projects related to the mill and millyard in the 1970s, so I
am interested in reaching out to the local design school to see if there are additional records of the
mill at that time.  I understand that there were plans, if not funding, to not only restore the mill but
assemble a blacksmith shop in the millyard as would have stood hundreds of years ago.

Additionally, I may contact the architectural firm that was key in restoring the mill in the 1990s. A bit
of internet research told me that the principal architect is deceased, but the firm is still operating. 

I have also discovered an audio recording from the now-deceased daughter of the last miller at
Yates Mill.  I want to review that again.

While I do plan to keep a list of research focal points, I will likely just use a spreadsheet to track
recurring or conflicting information and their sources. 

 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921991)Jean Cooper

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921991)

" 
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Sep 30, 2018

Edited by Jean Cooper (https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6921991) on Sep 30, 2018 at 10:36pm

# Reply 

My research strategy is to start by reading through the existing plans for the renovation and
restoration of the Sheldon Peck Homestead as it not only documented the steps taken in the
beginning but also laid out suggestions for future work.

I plan talk to the head of code enforcement for the Village as he has had experience with
preservation of historic structures, especially in regards to the zoning codes. 

I will discuss plans with the executive director of the Lombard Historical Society as well as the
chair of the Historic Preservation Commission to see how we can tackle this next project and how
it will impact our currently tabled National Register application.  Our village became a certified
local government at the end of 2017 so we are working together on the new partnership and how it
affects preservation efforts at a local level.

In addition to existing plans and records in the archives, I  plan to use electronic databases at the
public library and the college library to see how other sites handled stone wall renovations.  I also
will read through the preservation briefs from National Park Service.  I rely on a combination of
computer spreadsheets and a notebook to track my research.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)Ann Wilkinson

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5124678)

Sep 30, 2018

" 

My research strategy includes the Office of State Archaeology files so that I can have an
understanding of surrounding archaeological resources. Historically it involves deed research on
the property itself. I also am vey interested in tying the location into regional history. My
grandfather housed a pig farm at the property, and I have a met a man whose father was also a
pig farmer around the same time, probably twenty years earlier as well. My grandfather was a
white man, and Mr. Brown's father a black man, so collecting the oral history of both operations
and sharing them togehter could be significant. I am very grateful to say that Evelyn in this class
(Hello, Evelyn!) has shared with me a tremendous amount of information she has researched from
a nearby property, Chaumiers de Prairie, a NRHP property from her family. The interesting
comparison her rearch might be to what I can find out about the Wilkinson Farm, would be to
compare slave life and material posessions as understood at Chaumier vs. this farm. Chaumier
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# Reply 

wqas one of the largest slave holding farms in the Commonwealth of Kentucky at one point, and
the extravagance of the owner in his architectural and social expressions might have translated to
a different access to material goods, or at least types of material goods for the people enslaved
there, compared the the enslaved man named Jack whose person was willed to the widow there
and who lived in her basement. Did he have communications with the large community of
enslaved African Americans one farm over or did he live an isolated existence? I also want to
focus some research time with the Jessamine County Historic Society and the Shaker Village of
Pleasant Hill, as I suspect there may be some written accounts available that would corroborate
the oral history I have heard that describes the spring swallet as one of the only available sources
of flowing water in the county during the drought that was going on during the Civil War.
Supposedly it was a significant enough source of water that wagons were lined up it and the road
to it became entrenched from the traffic.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)Elizabeth Kostrub

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)

Oct 1, 2018

# Reply 

" 

My research strategy so far has been to use the 20 year plan that Beech Mountain North Carolina
has decided to implement to assist with tourism, urban explorer videos and photos, any original
documentation on the Land of Oz that still exists, and information from the National Amusement
Park Historical Society. I also plan to utilize social media quite a bit as the owners of the Land of
Oz (current owners as the original ones are deceased) are very active in responding to people
online. I am a fan of using spiral notebooks but that is more of an on the go thing. For the most
part, I like to keep my thoughts organized on a word document and backed up on Google Doc
because it allows me to access them from almost anywhere. I'm really looking forward to
incorporating the photos into a timeline for my paper. They will show how the Land of Oz originally
appeared, how time and lack of care/vandalism harmed the park (courtesy of urban explorers),
and how the park appears today. I want to use these to help establish a long term preservation to
help restore the Land of Oz back to what it was meant to be originally.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)Sarah Curry

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)

" 
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Oct 3, 2018

# Reply 

I'm sure you've already thought of this, but it might be helpful to look at how other
abandoned/decayed amusement parks have been preserved. Glen Echo park in Potomac,
Maryland is lovely now. They might have some resources that are relevant to your project.
Good luck! This sounds awesome.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)Elizabeth Kostrub

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)

Oct 4, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I do plan on looking at other abandoned sites but I have not heard of Glen Echo Park!
That sounds like a great example and definitely sounds like they'd have excellent
resources I could build upon. Thanks for the tip.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)Sarah Dolly

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)

Oct 5, 2018

# Reply 

" 

It might be worth looking into Coney Island in Cincinnati, OH, it was the precursor to Kings
Island (the rides were moved there in 1972) and is still in operation today.  Several of the
original rides can be found in parks around the country. Riverbend Music Center is also
situated on part of the original property.

http://coneyislandcentral.com  (http://coneyislandcentral.com)

https://coneyislandpark.com

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)Sarah Dolly

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)

Oct 1, 2018

" 
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# Reply 

I usually start with online research, I then plan on moving to the library or courthouse since many
records in my town are not digital.  I do plan to scan these when available so I can access them at
later points throughout the project.  I also have meetings scheduled with local city officials,
business owners, and real estate experts.

I organize my information into folders and spreadsheets on my computer. As well as in my online
UK library account.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)Sarah Curry

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)

Oct 3, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I hope your meetings go well! I'd love to see your list of interview questions once you have
those developed.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)Sarah Dolly

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5100634)

Oct 5, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I'm using the Main Street application as a basis for my questions.

However, this is an election year for mayor and scheduling has become an issue.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)Sarah Curry

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962)

Oct 3, 2018

" 

I'm planning on beginning with a site walkthrough. This will enable me to identify the buildings or
areas of the downtown that are the most vulnerable. Once I have completed the visual analysis of
the physical conditions, I will review the Register application, local ordinances, and materials from
the Springville Historic Preservation Commission. I will then have a greater sense of direction of
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Edited by Sarah Curry (https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6922962) on Oct 3, 2018 at 8:28pm

# Reply 

whom to speak with and where to get more information, such as city staff, residents, the library,
the Salt Lake Family History Library, and my university library.

I love the planning process flowchart from the Getty, so I'm planning on structuring my notes this
way. I'll outline the various sections in a Google Doc and fill in information as I go. This is my
favorite way to prep for writing, especially in big research projects. Sometimes I need to move
sections around, but breaking information down into manageable chucks helps me think through
the process or theory I'm working with.

In terms of physical evaluation during a site walkthrough, what do you all recommend for those
without fancy equipment? Are a phone camera and notebook adequate? Thanks!

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)Elizabeth Kostrub

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5167086)

Oct 4, 2018

# Reply 

" 

A site walk through is a great idea and so invaluable to a project like this. I agree that Google
Docs is a great tool, especially if you are going to be using your cellphone during the walk
through. After learning the hard way on a major project I've begun to save everything on there.
What kind of cell phone do you have? Many of the recent cell phones have pretty decent
cameras and should suffice for those of us who don't have access to more hard core
equipment. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)Krista Van Laan

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6917788)

Oct 4, 2018

# Reply 

" 

Phone camera and notebook are definitely enough. I always take a good camera but
frequently resort to my phone camera, which is better for some things. My recommendation is
to take pictures of *everything* because when you're looking at your photos later, you will
invariably discover that you don't have a photo of something you want to look at more closely.
In your case, you'll probably be able to go back if you need to get something later, though.
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(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)Dona Daugherty

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/5157986)

Oct 6, 2018

# Reply 

" 

I started with a simple outline of the background research topics and avenues to collect pertinent
information.  

Historic Background and Context Research Topics:

1. Coal in eastern Kentucky
2. Coal Company Towns in eastern Kentucky
3. Harlan County History (general, coal, African American communities)
4. Town of Lynch History (general, coal, African American, Education)
5. African Americans in Lynch/Harlan County/Eastern Kentucky (segregation, integration,

education)
6. Lynch Colored Public School (History, Ownership, Functions, Condition)

- libraries (books, articles, newspapers, journal articles, historic maps, etc.)

-deed research

-NRHP nomination forms

-historic structure survey reports

-historic map research

-site visit

I usually record information onto a Word document, but I'm trying out the Evernote app for this
project, although so far I am using both the app and my old system—if you can even call it a
system.

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)Sharyn LaCombe

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6916662)

Oct 14, 2018

" 

My research strategy will be to examine the National Register Nomination forms for all resources
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and districts located in the study area. To determine the study area, I will examine the extent of
streetcar lines that were in existence using the same technology as the initial streetcar line in New
Orleans. This will also help to identify the historic period. I will reference the FTA Historic Context
Study for the historic context identified in that report and collect additional resources from the
Vieux Carre Commission, the Louisiana Office of Historic Preservation, and New Orleans Regional
Transit Authority. 

To keep my information organized, I will use an online folder to store all relevant links to stories
and information I obtain. I like to keep a reference Word document available that I can add to as I
go along. And, for information obtained by phone, I will record those notes in a notebook that I will
later transcribe to notes and added to my electronic folder. 

(https://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6889534)Meghan King

(h!ps://uk.instructure.com/courses/1924480/users/6889534)

Oct 14, 2018

" 

I would look at the following:

1. Title search for building
2. Get copy last deed for building to see if any restrictions, etc.
3. Contact city historian who has done research on all historic buildings of Hopkinsville
4. Meet with Renaissance on Main Director for those plans for theater if any
5. Try to get a copy of the original “silver status” application and grant award for Hopkinsville (this

goes back 15 years so may not be available. ) 
6. Meet with Community Development Commission to find out their plans if any for area
7. Get a copy of the Master Zoning Plan for the downtown area
8. Check with the local history museum if they have any historical information on theater
9. Get a copy of local applicable building codes , building permit info , etc.

10. Try to meet with architect who is working on the nearby renovation of the other historic theater
in town, see building plans  use for that

11. Research other theater renovations to see their adaptive reuse ideas
12. Research art deco façade and how best to restore it in terms of accuracy, materials, etc.
13. Develop budget for work that needs to be done
14. Research funding that is available (including national register listing benefits if national register

status possible
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15. Research grants , low interest loan that city may have for project

See if any local groups  (Pennyrile Arts Council, etc) , businesses   would be interested  in
sponsoring restoration
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